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Nightingales at War
2015-05-07

as the war takes its toll the nightingale nurses must do their bit for king and country dora is the devoted mother of twin babies but
determined to help the war effort she goes back to work at the nightingale hospital more used to nights out in the west end jennifer and
cissy volunteer in the hope of tending to handsome soldiers they soon find out that nursing isn t quite what they were expecting for shy
and troubled eve the hospital provides an escape from the pressures of home but the life of a nurse is never easy especially at wartime can
the nurses rally together while war rages all around them and will the nightingale hospital survive the blitz

The Nightingale Daughters
2023-09-14

the beloved sunday times bestselling author is back with a new long awaited nightingale novel it s 1957 and three young women are beginning
their nursing training at the florence nightingale hospital in london s east end winne desperately wants to win her mother s approval but
will following in her footsteps and becoming a nurse help tearaway viv has never been one to follow the rules though the nightingale may
help her mend her ways beth is following her late sister s dream by training as a nurse will it be the right path for her there s a steep
learning curve ahead but with friendship on their side the nightingale daughters are ready to rise to the challenge

Nightingale Wedding Bells
2019-10-03

a heartwarming wartime tale featuring the nurses of the nightingale hospital by sunday times bestselling author donna douglas for the
nightingale nurses the wedding bells are ringing east london 1917 anna is over the moon when her sweetheart edward returns from the front
line as he recovers from injuries sustained in war they make plans to be married but the horrors of the trenches cast a long shadow caring
for shell shocked soldiers brings untold challenges for grace and her parents have very different dreams for her future will she have the
strength to forge her own path meanwhile dulcie has her sights firmly set on her own happy ending yet sometimes we find love where we least
expect to each nurse has her own battle to fight but they must pull together to find true happiness

The Nurses of Steeple Street
2016-04-21

from the sunday times top ten bestselling author of the nightingale series comes the first book in donna douglas new nurses of steeple
street series welcome to the district nurses home on steeple street where everyone has a secret ambitious young nurse agnes sheridan had a
promising future ahead of her until a tragic mistake brought all her dreams crashing down and cost her the love and respect of everyone
around her now she has come to leeds for a fresh start as a trainee district nurse but agnes finds herself facing unexpected challenges as
she is assigned to quarry hill one of the city s most notorious slums before she can redeem herself in the eyes of her family she must
first win the trust and respect of her patients and fellow nurses does agnes have what it takes to stay the distance or will the tragedy of
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her past catch up with her praise for the nurses of steeple street series full of well drawn characters and intriguing relationships donna
douglas skilfully charts her heroine s attempts to be accepted uncovering secrets heartbreak and lost loves along the way mary gibson
author of custard tarts and broken hearts another fantastic donna douglas book how does she do it full of colourful characters wit sadness
hope and wisdom

A Nightingale Christmas Carol
2016-11-17

all that dora riley wants is her husband home safe for christmas the nightingale hospital london 1944 with her husband nick away fighting
dora struggles to keep the home fires burning and is put in charge of a ward full of german prisoners of war can she find it in her heart
to care for her enemies fellow nurse kitty thinks she might be falling for a german soldier whilst dora s old friend helen returns from
europe with a dark secret can the women overcome their prejudices and the troubles of their past to do their duty for their country

District Nurse on Call
2017-07-27

the brand new book by sunday times bestselling author donna douglas her second book in the nurses of steeple street series the nightingale
christmas show is available to pre order now west yorkshire 1926 after completing her training in steeple street agnes sheridan is looking
forward to making her mark as bowden s first district nurse confident she can make a difference in the locals lives but when agnes arrives
she s treated with suspicion labelled just another servant of the wealthy mine owners the locals would much rather place their trust in the
resident healer hannah arkwright and when the general strike throws the village into turmoil the miners and their families face hunger and
hardship and agnes finds her loyalties tested now it s time to prove whose side she is really on and to fight for her place in the village
full of well drawn characters and intriguing relationships donna douglas skilfully charts her heroine s attempts to be accepted uncovering
secrets heartbreak and lost loves along the way mary gibson author of custard tarts and broken hearts

The Countryside at War 1914-1918
2013-09-19

when war broke out in 1914 conscription seemed unnecessary there was no shortage of volunteers ready to lay down their lives for their
country in this fascinating book illustrated with contemporary drawings and photographs caroline dakers explores exactly what their country
meant to the men and women who fought died survived she suggests that with a little subliminal help from literature art and propaganda the
british volunteer whether factory worker farm hand or public school boy felt that he was fighting for old england village church meadow and
carthorse rather than city factory commerce and motor car drawing on a wide range of unpublished papers and family archives dr dakers
recreates the world of the countryside at war there are chapters on agriculture literally the home front and life and death in the manor
house vicarage school and farm and while all this was being fought for the french countryside was smashed into a quagmire this is the most
complete picture yet of the impact of the first world war on rural england a war which if only in the ubiquitous village war memorials
still reverberates across the decades
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Women at War
2011-08-15

wise and baron relate the compelling war experiences of thirty american female soldiers in the war zones of iraq and afghanistan
highlighting their extraordinary display of dedication to their mission and to the soldiers and sailors with whom they served while the
book s focus is on today s women in combat it also reaches back to korea vietnam and world war ii to offer stories of inspiring women who
served at the cusp of the spear as they fought and died for their country

At War
2018-04-05

the country s wars in iraq and afghanistan its interventions around the world and its global military presence make war the military and
militarism defining features of contemporary american life the armed services and the wars they fight shape all aspects of life from the
formation of racial and gendered identities to debates over environmental and immigration policy warfare and the military are ubiquitous in
popular culture at war offers short accessible essays addressing the central issues in the new military history ranging from diplomacy and
the history of imperialism to the environmental issues that war raises and the ways that war shapes and is shaped by discourses of identity
to questions of who serves in the u s military and why and how u s wars have been represented in the media and in popular culture

The Cosmopolitan
1889

when a don at war was published in 1966 it was hailed as the first book to be written from the point of view of the intelligence staff
officer in the field with critics remarking on sir david hunt s authoritative exposition of british as well as german strategies eight
years later it was revealed that the british through the ultra system were able to decode even the most important german radio messages
despite the fact they were sent in the supposedly unbreakable enigma cipher since 1974 the great secret has become common knowledge as a
result sir david has specially written for this second edition a new foreword whose main purpose is to explain the use made of ultra during
four years campaigning in the mediterranean

Cosmopolitan Magazine
1889

world war i is regarded as the first modern war driven by fearful new technologies of mechanized combat the unprecedented carnage rapidly
advanced military medicine transforming the nature of wartime caregiving and paving the way for modern nursing practice drawing on
firsthand accounts of american nurses as well as their canadian and british counterparts historian paul e stepansky describes nurses
encounters with devastating new forms of injury wounds from high explosive artillery shells poison gas burns shell shock the spanish flu
comparing nursing practice on the western front with nursing care during the american civil war the spanish american war and the anglo boer
war the author is especially attentive to the emergent technologies employed by nurses of the great war
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A Don at War
2014-02-04

a literary masterpiece from world renowned psychoanalyst and distinguished writer professor martin stanton that picks up the baton from r d
laing spanning a novel travel guide documentary self help book play photo album film script and work of art making sense is a cultural
phenomenon a long overdue wake up call railing at society s idealisation and narcissism martin stanton has created a guide for a postmodern
world that is constructed through social media and communicates principally through tweets texts and selfies like homer s odyssey this is
an epoch changing classic that takes a timely quantum leap from a cognitive world of straight line argument and causal interpretation into
a parallel unconscious universe of uncontrolled feeling which traps fragments of fantasy in the retreating tides of reality making sense
collects together a group of major and minor characters some real some imaginary who set out to make sense of life together by opening the
social media gate between reality and fantasy a survey of martin stanton s own thinking and feeling on his original psychoanalytic odyssey
across becalmed seas random conversations with a therapeutic parrot stranded for a while with socrates on the black sandy beach of paradise
he explores how a bezoar stone a caddis insect and a karaoke moment can linger through his life and make sense for him as a primary source
as unconscious effects which sustain enlighten and entertain him through darker times this book scrawls a message of hope in the sand once
the outgoing tide has retreated enjoy life it says celebrate it in yourself and in others

Easing Pain on the Western Front
2019-12-13

the routledge handbook of u s military and diplomatic history provides a comprehensive analysis of the major events conflicts and
personalities that have defined and shaped the military history of the united states in the modern period each chapter begins with a brief
introductory essay that provides context for the topical essays that follow by providing a concise narrative of the period highlighting
some of the scholarly debates and interpretive schools of thought as well as the current state of the academic field starting after the
civil war the chapters chronicle america s rise toward empire first at home and then overseas culminating in september 11 2001 and the war
on terror with authoritative and vividly written chapters by both leading scholars and new talent maps and illustrations and lists of
further readings this state of the field handbook will be a go to reference for every american history scholar s bookshelf

Making Sense
2019-11-30

the dawn chorus a single voice cutting through the darkness heralds a breaking wave of sound at the very beginning of the day it is an
iconic natural phenomenon with many familiar performers yet it is a mysterious event for which there is no complete explanation a mass of
starlings gathers at the end of the midwinter day as the sun sets wave upon wave of bodies rolls in and embarks upon another of nature s
great attempts to show off the murmuration is another much admired spectacle but again its purpose is obscure and defies our understanding
from dawn until dusk birds do things that are surprising and mystifying songs of love and war delves into bird behaviour and uncovers its
purpose and meaning more than just an inside look at bird behaviour this book also represents a personal journey of discovery what starts
as a desire to learn more about the birds encountered on a regular father and son walk through the woods leads to a realisation that a bird
s life is very far from the idyllic scene that can often be glimpsed by the casual birdwatcher actually a bird s life is often unusual and
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surprising but above all it is brief and much darker than you might think

The Routledge Handbook of American Military and Diplomatic History
2013-08-29

winner of the 2021 2022 people s book prize best achievement award homes can be both comforting and troubling places this timely book
proposes a new understanding of florence nightingale s experiences of domestic life and how ideas of home influenced her writings and
pioneering work from her childhood homes in derbyshire and hampshire she visited the poor sick in their cottages as a young woman feeling
imprisoned at home she broke free to become a woman of action bringing home comforts to the soldiers in the crimean war and advising the
british population on the home front how to create healthier contagion free homes later she created nightingale homes for nursing trainees
and acted as mother in chief to her extended family of nurses these efforts inspired by her christian faith and training in human care from
religious houses led to major changes in professional nursing and public health as nightingale strove for homely compassionate care in
britain and around the world shedid most of this work from her bed after contracting the debilitating illness brucellosis in the crimea
turning her various private homes into offices and households of faith in the year of the bicentenary of her birth she remains as relevant
as ever achieving an astonishing cultural afterlife

Songs of Love and War
2017-04-06

the image of the nurse is ubiquitous both in life and in popular media one of the earliest instances of nursing and media intersecting is
the edison phonographic recording of florence nightingale s voice in 1890 since then a parade of nurses good bad or otherwise has appeared
on both cinema and television screens how do we interpret the many different types of nurses real and fictional lifelike and distorted
sexual and forbidding who are so visible in the public consciousness this book is a comprehensive collection of unique insights from
scholars across the western world essays explore a diversity of nursing types that traverse popular characterizations of nurses from
various time periods the shifting roles of nurses are explored across media including picture postcards film television journalism and the
collection and preservation of uniforms and memorabilia

Florence Nightingale at Home
2020-11-13

the encyclopedia of military science provides a comprehensive ready reference on the organization traditions training purpose and functions
of today s military entries in this four volume work include coverage of the duties responsibilities and authority of military personnel
and an understanding of strategies and tactics of the modern military and how they interface with political social legal economic and
technological factors a large component is devoted to issues of leadership group dynamics motivation problem solving and decision making in
the military context finally this work also covers recent american military history since the end of the cold war with a special emphasis
on peacekeeping and peacemaking operations the first persian gulf war the events surrounding 9 11 and the wars in afghanistan and iraq and
how the military has been changing in relation to these events
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The Nurse in Popular Media
2021-10-28

第一次大戦に従軍し 心に傷を負った父親は 妻の死後 二人の娘に背を向けた 姉のヴィアンヌは当時十四歳 妹のイザベルは四歳だった ヴィアンヌは十六で妊娠 翌年結婚するが流産 持て余された妹は寄宿学校に入れられる やがて第二次大戦が勃発 フランスはナチに屈服する 出征した夫を待つヴィ
アンヌの家には ドイツ軍大尉が住み始める 一方 イザベルはパリで対独抵抗運動に参加 連合軍航空兵の逃亡を助ける秘密活動を始める 暗号名は ナイチンゲールだった nyタイムズ ベストセラーに一年以上ランクイン 全米を感動でつつんだ傑作長編

Encyclopedia of Military Science
2013-07-24

nursing history review an annual peer reviewed publication of the american association for the history of nursing is a showcase for the
most significant current research on nursing history regular sections include scholarly articles over a dozen book reviews of the best
publications on nursing and health care history that have appeared in the past year and a section abstracting new doctoral dissertations on
nursing history historians researchers and individuals fascinated with the rich field of nursing will find this an important resource

ナイチンゲール
2016-05

men at work explores the cultural portrayal of four essential wartime occupations agriculture industry firefighting and the mercantile
marine in analysing a broad spectrum of wartime media most notably film radio and visual culture it establishes a clear hierarchy of
masculine roles in british culture during the second world war

Nursing History Review, Volume 8, 2000
2000-01-01

ordered to care examines the ideology practice and efforts at reforming american nursing from 1850 1945

The Church at Home and Abroad
1896

from robert johnson to aretha franklin mahalia jackson to john lee hooker blues and gospel artists figure heavily in the mythology of
twentieth century culture the styles in which they sang have proved hugely influential to generations of popular singers from the wholesale
adoptions of singers like robert cray or james brown to the subtler vocal appropriations of mariah carey their own music and how it
operates is not however always seen as valid in its own right this book provides an overview of both these genres which worked together to
provide an expression of twentieth century black us experience their histories are unfolded and questioned representative songs and lyrical
imagery are analysed perspectives are offered from the standpoint of the voice the guitar the piano and also that of the working musician
the book concludes with a discussion of the impact the genres have had on mainstream musical culture
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Men at Work
2015-09-01

although readers of modern literature have always known about the collaboration of w b yeats and ezra pound the crucial winters these poets
spent living together in stone cottage in sussex 1913 1916 have remained a mystery working from a large base of previously unpublished
material james longenbach presents for the first time the untold story of these three winters inside the secret world of stone cottage
pound s imagist poems were inextricably linked to yeats s studies in spiritualism and magic and early drafts of the cantos reveal that the
poem began in response to the same esoteric texts that shaped yeats s visionary system at the same time yeats s autobiographies and noh
style plays took shape with pound s assistance having retreated to sussex to escape the flurry of wartime london both poets tracked the
progress of the great war and in response wrote poems some unpublished until now that directly address the poet s political function more
than the story of a literary friendship stone cottage explores the pound yeats connection within the larger context of modern literature
and culture illuminating work that ranks with the greatest achievements of modernism

Ordered to Care
1987-08-28

countess maria tarnowska was larger than life and unafraid to speak her mind in spite of her many personal losses she gave unstintingly of
herself to her beloved poland becoming a symbol of strength for others the author belonged to the polish aristocracy and was the wife of a
diplomat a role that opened her world to rulers and prominent politicians as she recounts poignant episodes in her life the personal and
the historic become intertwined in her role as second in command of the polish red cross and as a member of the resistance during wwii the
reader immediately understands that hers was not a life of idleness but one of extraordinary courage and sublime sacrifice maria harshly
condemns the russian treachery in restricting the promised assistance of the red army during the warsaw uprising life as hellish as it was
during nazism becomes ludicrously unbearable under the crude communist regime coming from one who was twice imprisoned maria tarnowska s
memoir is a resounding tribute to the concept of freedom and democracy a must read

The Cambridge Companion to Blues and Gospel Music
2002

on any weekend in texas czech polka music enlivens dance halls and drinking establishments as well as outdoor church picnics and festivals
the songs heard at these venues are the living music of an ethnic community created by immigrants who started arriving in central texas in
the mid nineteenth century from what is now the czech republic today the members of this community speak english but their songs are still
sung in czech czech songs in texas includes sixty one songs mostly polkas and waltzes the songs themselves are beloved heirlooms ranging
from ceremonial music with origins in moravian wedding traditions to exuberant polkas celebrating the pleasures of life for each song the
book provides music notation and czech lyrics with english translation an essay explores the song s european roots its american evolution
and the meaning of its lyrics and lists notable performances and recordings in addition to the songs and essays frances barton provides a
chapter on the role of music in the texas czech ethnic community and john k novak surveys czech folk and popular music in its european home
the book both documents a specific musical inheritance and serves as a handbook for learning about a culture through its songs as
folklorist and polka historian james p leary writes in his foreword barton and novak take us on a poetic historical and ethnographic
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excursion deep into a community s expressive heartland their czech songs in texas just might be the finest extant annotated anthology of
any american immigrant ethnic group s regional song tradition

Stone Cottage
1991-01-17

a fully illustrated survey of the soviet infantryman on the eastern front in world war ii the soviet army was ill prepared for its ally s
treacherous onslaught in 1941 its officer corps decimated by stalin s purges and its men less well trained than the germans the red army
was poorly led hampered by the power of the political officers and only partly mobilized but in spite of the huge german victories and the
speed of the nazi attack the soviets proved fantastically capable of rolling with the punches the vast territory of the soviet union and
huge population were significant as was substantial assistance from the west the united states and britain in particular which was in
evidence when the german columns got to within a few miles short of moscow and were held and then forced back the tide turned thanks to
help from outside and the efforts of the soviet soldiers who proved hardy and durable and just like its soldiers russian infantry equipment
was rugged and effective while soviet infantrymen may not have had the flexibility or tactical nous of the germans they did not lack
cunning deception camouflage skills and endurance made russian snipers as an example more than the equal of the germans most of the views
of the soviet soldier and campaign are influenced by self serving german postwar accounts designed to excuse their loss by suggesting that
adolf hitler s meddling and soviet numbers were the main reasons for victory this denigrates the russian infantryman whose toughness and
ingenuity helped destroy the third reich in spite of the faults of its own regime fully illustrated with over 150 contemporary photographs
and illustrations soviet infantryman on the eastern front in the casemate illustrated series provides an insight into the soviets main
theater of operations in world war ii

Journals of the House of Commons
1803

contributions by omar h ali simone r barrett tejai beulah sandra bolzenius carol fowler lacey p hunter tiera c moore tedi a pascarella john
portlock lauren t rorie tanya l roth marissa jackson sow virginia l summey hettie v williams and melissa ziobro while black women s
intellectual history continues to grow as an important subfield in historical studies there remains a gap in scholarship devoted to the
topic to date major volumes on american intellectual history tend to exclude the words ideas and contributions of these influential
individuals a seat at the table black women public intellectuals in us history and culture seeks to fill this void presenting essays on
african american women within the larger context of american intellectual history divided into four parts the volume considers women in
politics art government journalism media education and the military essays feature prominent figures such as shirley chisholm oprah winfrey
journalist charlotta bass and anti abortion activist mildred fay jefferson as well as lesser known individuals the anthology begins with a
discussion of the founders in black women s public intellectualism providing a framework for understanding the elements structure and
concerns central to their lives and work in the nineteenth century the second section focuses on leaders in the black christian
intellectual tradition the civil rights era and modern politics part three examines black women in society and culture in the twentieth
century with essays on such topics as artists in the new negro era joycelyn elders a public servant and former surgeon general and america
s foremost black woman influencer oprah lastly part four concerns black women and their ideas about public service particularly military
service with essays on service members during world war ii and the post wwii military taken as a whole a seat at the table is an important
anthology that helps to establish the validity and existence of heretofore neglected intellectual traditions in the public square
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The Future Will Tell
2015-12-04

this first volume of what will be a full scale portrait presents ezra pound as a very determined and energetic young genius setting out to
make his way both as a poet and as a force for civilization in england and america in the years before during and just after the 1914 18
war in a clear and lively narrative a david moody weaves a story of pound s early life and loves of his education in america of his
apprentice years in london devoted to training himself to be as a good and powerful a poet as he had it in him to become of his learning
there from w b yeats and ford madox hueffer then forming his own imagiste group and going on from that to join with wyndham lewis in his
vorticism and to link up also with james joyce and t s eliot to create the modernist vortex in the midst of the 1914 18 war we see pound
scraping a living by writing prose for individualist and socialist periodicals and emerging as not only an inspired literary critic but as
a critic of music and society as well above all moody shows pound s evolution as a poet from the derivative idealism and aestheticism of
his precocious youth into the truly original author of homage to sextus propertius and hugh selwyn mauberley we find pound established by
1920 as a force for revolution in poetry as a force for the liberation of the individual from stifling conventions and as a force for
renaissance in america we find him becoming committed moreover to the reform of the capitalist system in the name of economic justice for
all this is the first biography to put pound s poetry at the heart of his existence where he himself placed it and to view his
extraordinarily active life his loves and his creative effort as a single complex drama the altogether new and comprehensive account of all
of his poems from the earliest through cathay and up to hugh selwyn mauberley and the first cantos will illuminate his poetry and make it
more accessible with that there is an exceptionally clear and cogent analysis of the ideas informing his imagisme and his vorticism and of
the ideas informing his commitments to the freedom and fulfilment of the individual to a cultural renaissance and to social and economic
reform the poetry the prose writings and the personal life are all woven together into a brilliant narrative portrait of the poet as a
young man the second volume the epic years carries on the narrative of his life and works from 1921 the year in which he took up residence
in paris

Czech Songs in Texas
2021-07-15

the essays in modernism and colonialism offer revisionary accounts of major british and irish literary modernists relation to colonialism

The Soviet Infantryman on the Eastern Front
2024-01-04

controversy about women in the military continues yet women s relations with the military go far beyond whether they serve in the ranks
gender camouflage brings together a diverse array of authors to explore the controversy surrounding women s military service to examine the
invisibility of civilian women who support the institution and to expose the military s efforts to camouflage their support and
contributions contributors first consider nurses servicewomen military academy students female veterans and lesbians the focus then shifts
to military wives women employed by the dod and female civilian military instructors whose work is less visible but no less essential to
the institution the book also examines the experiences of women outside of the military such as comfort women near u s bases women engaged
in peacework and women workers affected by military spending in the federal budget analytic chapters are juxtaposed with first person
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narratives by women who have actually been there including a member of the first gender integrated class at west point the first female
civilian instructors at the u s naval academy and an african american air force nurse corps veteran contributors include connie reeves
georgia clark sadler gwyn kirk and joan furey

A Seat at the Table
2023-09-11

one of the greatest american dramatists of the 20th century tennessee williams is known for his sensitive characterizations poetic yet
realistic writing ironic humor and depiction of harsh realties in human relationship his work is frequently included in high school and
college curricula and his plays are continually produced critical companion to tennessee williams includes entries on all of williams s
major and minor works including a streetcar named desire cat on a hot tin roof the glass menagerie a novel a collection of short stories
two poetry collections and personal essays places and events related to his works major figures in his life his literary influences and
issues in williams scholarship and criticism appendixes include a complete list of williams s works a list of research libraries with
significant williams holdings and a bibliography of primary and secondary sources

Vanity Fair
1861

first published in 1992 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Ezra Pound: Poet
2007-10-11

Journals of the House of Commons
1803

Modernism and Colonialism
2007-10-15

The London Irish at War
1948
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Gender Camouflage
1999-03

Critical Companion to Tennessee Williams
2014-05-14

Men and Women in T.S. Eliot's Early Poetry
1996

Realism and Tinsel
2003-09-02
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